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a b s t r a c t

Butadiene-containing polymers such as styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS) block copolymers are of
a potential use as oxygen scavenging polymers (OSP) in barrier applications. To evaluate their use in such
applications, oxygen uptake was measured for films made of an SBS copolymer and four cobalt catalyst
loadings with various thicknesses. The oxygen uptake was found to be kinetically limited for thin films
while diffusion controls the uptake at long times for thick films. The thickness of the oxidized region at
long oxidation times is termed the critical thickness Lc and was quantified by various analyses. Thin films
(i.e.,L � 2Lc) oxidize fully and homogeneously, whereas heterogeneous oxidation typically occurs in
thicker films (i.e., L > 2Lc). A thin film model was used to extract the reaction rate parameters and
a stoichiometric oxidation coefficient that describe oxygen uptake in the absence of diffusion limitation.
An approximate moving-boundary model was developed to describe thick film oxidation behavior at
long times and was found to be in semi-quantitation agreement with the measured uptake.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Polymers are often favored as barrier materials because they are
easily formed into films, sheets or bottles and are lighter in weight
than alternatives like glass or metal [1]. However, for some foods
and beverages, or even electronic components [2e4], there is
a need for polymeric formulations that limit the ingression of
oxygen into the contents of a package to amuch greater extent than
simple polymeric barrier materials can provide. An approach that
has attracted interest in recent times is to include oxygen scav-
enging components into a polymeric film or bottle wall [5,6];
temporarily, this can greatly reduce the amount of oxygen reaching
the package contents. This can be an effective strategy when the
duration of this retarded oxygen influx is greater than the antici-
pated shelf life of the product. Implementation of this technique
requires a judicious combination of experimental development of
formulations, mathematical modeling and determination of model
parameters by matching models to experiments; this has been
a focus of recent research in this laboratory [7e14].

The concept envisioned requires one polymer chosen for its
structural characteristics, which could also be a reasonably good
barrier material like poly(ethylene terephthalate) by virtue of its
low oxygen permeability, and an oxygen scavenging polymer, OSP,
that chemically reacts with oxygen. The latter might be
: þ1 512 471 0542.
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incorporated as a dispersed phase in a blend film [7,9] or layers in
a multilayer film [13,14] made by coextrusion. Butadiene-
containing polymers are attractive materials for oxygen scav-
enging since the carbonecarbon double bonds provide sites for
significant oxygen reaction [15e20]; this rate can be regulated by
the addition of certain catalysts [12,21,22].

The rate and extent of oxygen uptake by the scavenging
component can be measured experimentally as described in
numerous publications [10e12]. The extent of oxygen uptake in
such experiments appears to plateau to an asymptotic value at
times of the order of weeks or months [12]. The plateau value is
essentially independent of film thickness when below a certain
“critical thickness”, but for thicker films the plateau value decreases
with increasing thickness [23e25]. This is a complex process
involving the physical dissolution of oxygen into the polymer,
oxygen diffusing through the polymer, and reaction of the polymer
with oxygen [26,27] with physical parameters being significantly
affected by the chemical state of the OSP. There is ample evidence
that the oxidation process is spatially heterogeneous involving
amoving front in thick films [9e12,23e25]. The apparent plateau in
oxygen uptake for thick films does not really mark a true end-point
of the process but simply a greatly reduced rate of uptake limited by
a much lower rate of diffusion through the oxidized layer owing to
the changes in the intrinsic transport characteristics of the polymer
resulting from the formation of polar structures by the oxidation
reactions and, of course, the growing thickness of this region.

Prior analyses of the oxygen uptake by the scavenging polymer
[12,28] have not adequately reduced the results to fundamental
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parameters that can subsequently be used tomodel the oxygen flux
emerging from a blend or layered film during its functional life
time, i.e., prior to the eventual breakthrough of oxygenwhen all the
OSP has reached its scavenging capacity [7e9,13,14]. The purpose of
this paper is to explore the oxygen uptake by an attractive oxygen
scavenging system, viz., a styrene-butadiene-styrene, SBS, block
copolymer containing varying amounts of a cobalt catalyst, for
a wide range of film thicknesses. It will be shown that for thin
enough films, the rate of oxygen uptake is not limited by diffusion
and the results can be analyzed by a simple chemical kinetic model
to obtain stoichiometric and reaction rate parameters. For thicker
films, oxygen diffusion becomes limiting and the results can be
understood semi-quantitatively in terms of a moving-boundary
model. The “critical thickness” dividing the two regimes deduced
from long term oxygen uptake data agrees well with post-mortem
microscopic inspection of the partially oxidized film. The parame-
ters deduced here should be useful for future design and modeling
of blend and laminate barrier films based on this SBS/cobalt catalyst
system.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Styrene-butadiene-styrene block copolymers are a more
convenient oxygen scavenging polymer than polybutadiene used in
previous studies [10e12] owing to ease of handling and processing
plus their potential compatibility, i.e., interfacial tension and
adhesion, with the selected structural polymer. The SBS used here is
a commercial product of Kraton Polymers, Inc., D1102, containing
28 wt.% styrene and 72 wt.% butadiene, of which 92 wt.% is 1,4
polybutadiene, with an overall Mn ¼ 100,000.

Benzophenone (>99%), used as a photoinitator to produce
radicals that triggers oxidation given a proper source of UV energy
[15,17,19,28e32], was purchased from SigmaeAldrich and used as
received. The oxidation catalyst [12,33] was purchased from
Shepherd Chemical Company (Cincinnati, OH) in the form of blue
solid pastilles that contains 20.5 wt.% cobalt neodecanoate. The
cobalt catalyst was diluted 100 times (by volume), using cyclo-
hexane, in a volumetric flask. Cyclohexane (99.9%) was purchased
from Fisher Chemical and used as received. Siliconwafers (5-in and
2-in diameter) were purchased from Addison Engineering Inc.
(San Jose, CA).

2.2. Film preparation

Reactive films were made by both solution casting and spin
coating techniques [11]. In solution casting, the polymer was dis-
solved in cyclohexane to make a 2 wt.% solution in an amber glass
bottle. Predetermined amounts of cobalt neodecanoate solution
and benzophenone were added to the stirred solution. After the
additives were fully dissolved, the homogeneous solution was
poured into a glass ring (5.1 cm in diameter) resting on a glass plate.
The nacent film on the glass plate was held under nitrogen in
a glove box coveredwith aluminum foil to allow the cyclohexane to
slowly evaporate. The resulting films were stored in a vacuum oven
at room temperature for an additional 6 h to fully remove the
solvent. Film thicknesses were determined using a Mitutoyo Lite-
matic VL-50A instrument (Mitutoyo Corporation, Japan) specially
designed to measure the thickness of rubbery films. In this study,
solution casting was used to form films with thicknesses ranging
from 50 to 250 mm.

In spin coating, SBS solutions were filtered through a 5.0 and
0.2 mm Whatman� PURADISC� Teflon syringe filter before use.
From the filtered SBS solution, thin films were spin coated onto
a clean, polished, native-oxide silicon (100) wafer using a Laurel
WSe400Be8NPP/LITE model spin coater (North Wales, PA) at
1000 rpm for 60 s. In this study, spin coating was used to form films
with thicknesses ranging from 1 to 15 mm. For oxygen mass uptake
experiments, these films were left on the silicon wafers to oxidize.
Since silicon wafers are impermeable to gases, the SBS films were
oxidized from only one surface.

To prepare film samples for permeation experiments,
3 cm� 3 cm pieces of the thin films were cut with a razor blade and
then detached from the wafer surface by immersing the wafer-film
composite in deionized water. A thin wire frame described earlier
[12] was used to transfer the films into a vacuum oven, where they
were dried at room temperature for 1 h before use.

While the thin films were on the silicon wafer, their thicknesses
were determined using a KLA-Tencor Instrument Alpha-step 200
profilometer (Mulpitas, CA). First, a small nick was cut on films
using a razor blade. Physical contact of the profilometer tip with the
film and the wafer gives a measure of the nick depth or the thick-
ness of the spin-coated film.

2.3. Oxygen uptake measurement

A UV light source providing a predetermined amount of energy
was used to irradiate the SBS films containing benzophenone as
a photoinitator to initiate oxidation. The overall UV energy
provided is a function of UV light intensity, film distance from the
light source, and exposure time. To prevent premature oxidation,
polymer films were kept free of oxygen by storing under an inert
atmosphere (nitrogen) until the oxygen uptake experiments began.
The irradiated films were kept in a temperature controlled chamber
at 35 �C for the duration of the oxidation experiment. Oxygen mass
uptake was tracked by monitoring weight changes of the films on
a Mettler Toledo AB54-S/FACT analytical balance (accuracy to
0.1 mg); oxygen uptake is taken as the difference between the film
mass at any given time and its initial mass before the start of
sorption experiments. Film samples were oxidized in ambient air,
w21% oxygen, as a function of time.

The oxidation of butadiene units under the conditions of
interest here involves rather complex chemistry, and the details of
the reaction are beyond the scope and the interests of the current
study. The butadiene units can be imagined as reactive sites that
consume oxygen [10,11,17]. Since SBS D1102 has a density of 0.94 g/
cm3 and contains 72 wt.% butadiene, the concentration of buta-
diene units is approximately 12.2 mmolPB/cm3. For subsequent
analysis, the initial concentration of unreacted butadiene units will
be designated as n0 and a stoichiometric coefficient bn defines the
ratio of moles of butadiene units that reacts with each mole of O2
and will be determined experimentally. In order to make the
reaction rates fast enough for practical use in barrier systems, the
cobalt catalyst mentioned must be added.

2.4. Gas transport properties measurement

The permeability of SBS films to nitrogen and oxygen was
measured using a constant volume/variable pressure apparatus
[34]. Because conventional packaging is usually designed to mini-
mize oxygen permeance, oxygen is a gas of direct interest in char-
acterizing these new oxygen scavenging materials. Nitrogen is an
inert, non-oxidizable gasmolecule similar in size to oxygen that can
be used to determine and confirm changes in gas transport prop-
erties in samples without furthering oxidation.

Solution cast thick films were masked, with openings on their
upstream and downstream sides, using impermeable aluminum
tape. Spin-coated thin films mounted on the copper wire frame
were carefully placed at the center of a Whatman Anodisc� for
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mechanical support [12]. Aluminum tape with center openings to
permit gas permeation was then applied to both sides. The gas
permeability P was calculated from (1):

P ¼ V,l
p1,A,R,T

��
dp2
dt

�
ss
�
�
dp2
dt

�
leak

�
(1)

where p1 is the upstream absolute pressure, T is absolute temper-
ature, A is the film area, l is the film thickness, V is the downstream
volume, R is the gas constant, and ðdp2=dtÞss and ðdp2=dtÞleak are
the pseudo-steady state rates of pressure rise in the downstream
volume at a fixed upstream pressure and under vacuum, respec-
tively. A downstream pressure less than 10 torr was maintained
during all measurements.

The nitrogen and oxygen permeability coefficients of both
un-oxidized (w350 mm) and fully oxidized (w3.7 mm) polymers
were determined from the slopes of the linear, steady-state region
of curves of increasing downstream permeate pressure versus time.
Moreover, the intercept of the steady-state line on the time axis, or
the time lag, q, was used to calculate the diffusion coefficient for the
un-oxidized polymer [34].

D ¼ L2=6q (2)

The dual-volume pressure-decay method was used to deter-
mine gas solubility coefficients of fully oxidized polymer [34]. The
sample cell, that contains fully oxidized polymer, is first evacuated
and isolated from the charge cell, which is charged with an
experimental gas at a pressure of interest. Then the valve con-
necting the sample and charge cells was opened to allow pressure
stabilization, which is monitored as a function of time. Initial and
final pressure values in the sample and charge cells were used to
calculate the concentration of gas sorbed in the fully oxidized
polymer at a specific pressure value. Subsequently the sorption
isotherms were constructed by relating concentration of gas sorbed
in the sample for several pressures. Then the sorption coefficient
was calculated from,

S ¼ C=p (3)

The permeability is given by the product of diffusion and
sorption coefficients [34],

P ¼ D� S (4)

By Equation (4) gas solubility coefficients of un-oxidized poly-
mer were calculated using the known values of gas permeability
and diffusion coefficients. Similarly, the ratio of gas permeability
and solubility coefficient of a fully oxidized polymer gives its
diffusion coefficient.
2.5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)/energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS)

Samples of thick films that had been oxidized forw90 dayswere
used to expose a surface perpendicular to the plane of the film for
SEM analysis by first cutting with a glass knife and then with
a diamond knife (Micro Star Technologies, Huntsville, TX) using an
RMC-Boeckeler PowerTome PT-XL (Boeckeler Instruments Inc.,
Tucson, AZ) at cryogenic temperature (�125 �C) at a cutting speed
of 0.8 mm/s. The resulting SEM samples were secured with carbon
tape perpendicularly on low profile 45�/90� SEMmounts (Ted Pella
Inc., Redding, CA) and then coated with a 10 nm layer of indium
using an Emitech K575K sputter coater (Quorum Technologies Ltd.,
West Sussex, United Kingdom) operated 150 mW for 10 s and
viewed using a Zeiss NEON 40 FE-SEM (Carl Zeiss SMT Inc.,
Peabody, MA) operated at 5 kV andw20 mmworking distance. The
SEM images were made immediately to limit further oxidation of
the microtomed surfaces.

Partially oxidized films were immersed into liquid nitrogen and
fractured to create a cross-sectional surface. The resulting samples
were then immediately secured with carbon tape on an SEMmount
with no metal coating. Afterward, energy dispersive x-ray spec-
troscopy (detector ¼ Bruker EDS Quantax 4010) was used for
elemental analysis on partially oxidized films to examine the
presence of oxygen-containing functional groups throughout the
film thickness, by means of stoichiometric ratios, multiple
elemental line scanning, and 2-dimensional mapping.

2.6. Polymer density measurement

Polymer density was characterized using the Archimedes prin-
ciple, which gives

rp ¼ MA

MA �ML
r0 (5)

where rp and r0 are the densities of the target polymer and the
auxiliary liquid used, respectively, while MA and ML are the film
mass in air and in the auxiliary liquid, respectively. Film density was
determined using a Mettler Toledo AB54-S/FACT analytical balance
(accuracy to 0.1 mg) and a density kit. Hexane (0.655 g/cc, Fisher
Scientific) was used as the auxiliary liquid.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Gas sorption and permeation

The gas transport properties of un-oxidized and fully oxidized
SBS films were characterized and are recorded in Table 1. Nitrogen
and oxygen transient permeation experiments were conducted
with aw350 mmun-oxidized film at 35 �C. The nitrogen and oxygen
permeability coefficients were determined from the steady-state
region while the time lag was used to calculate the nitrogen and
oxygen diffusion coefficients. The solubility coefficients shown
were calculated from the ratio of the permeability and diffusion
coefficient of the un-oxidized polymer. Gas transport properties of
commercial SBS D1102 are reasonably close to those of other SBS
materials reported in the literature [12,35e38].

A 3.7 mm reactive film containing 800 ppm cobalt catalyst was
exposed to an upstream oxygen pressure of 7 atm for rapid
oxidation over 4e6 h at 35 �C in a gas permeation cell. The gas
permeability dropped quickly with time, and the final stabilized
nitrogen and oxygen permeability coefficients shown in Table 1
were determined. For the gas solubility coefficients, the fully
oxidized sample was first placed in a sorption cell and allowed to
absorb nitrogen at various pressures up to 7 bar at 35 �C. This dual-
volume pressure-decay method [34] uses initial and final pressure
values in the sample and charge cells to calculate the concentration
of gas sorbed per unit volume of fully oxidized polymer at a specific
pressure.

A nitrogen sorption isotherm at 35 �C was first constructed,
followed by an oxygen sorption isotherm. Afterward a second
nitrogen sorption isothermwas produced and found to be similar to
the first nitrogen sorption isotherm. This exercise ensures data
reproducibility and confirms the sample of interest is indeed full
oxidized. The concentration of nitrogen and oxygen sorbed in the
fully oxidized sample was found to vary linearly with gas pressure.
The values of nitrogen and oxygen solubility coefficients of fully
oxidized polymerwere determined and are shown in Table 1, which
also shows values of diffusion coefficients that were calculated as



Table 1
Gas transport properties of SBS, 1,4 PB, and PS.

P 10�10cm
3ðSTPÞ,cm

cm2,s,cm Hg
S 10�4 ccðSTPÞ

cm3,cm Hg D 10�6cm
2

s
r g/cm3

Sample/gas N2 O2 N2 O2 N2 O2

SBS D1102a 22 56 4.5 9.1 4.6 6.0 0.94
SBS D1102a (Fully oxidized) 0.18 0.41 13 16 0.01 0.03 1.2
SBS [35] 9.7 23.9 6.9 9.9 2.4 1.4 e

SBS [36] 14 40 e e e e e

SBS D1101 [38] e 26.1 e e e e e

SBS D1107 [38] e 19.0 e e e e e

1,4 PB [12] 10.3 24.3 e e e e e

1,4 PB [12] (Fully oxidized) 0.04 0.14 e e e e e

cis-1,4 PB [37] 6.5 19.1 5.9 13 1.1 1.5 e

PSa 0.50 3.1 8.9 23 0.06 0.14 1.06
PS [36] 0.22 1.2 e e e e e

PS [38] 0.24e0.30 1.8e2.4 e e e e e

a This work.
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Fig. 1. Effect of thickness (2.8e266 mm) on oxygen uptake for SBS films containing
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the ratio of permeability and solubility coefficients of fully oxidized
polymer.

Oxidation reduced the gas permeability coefficients of the SBS
films by approximately 2 orders of magnitude, which is comparable
to that observed earlier for reactive films of 1,4 polybutadiene [12].
This level of change in gas permeability is due to the reduction in
the gas diffusion coefficients as the butadiene segments are
converted to more polar oxygen containing units and perhaps to
crosslinking [12]. In general, addition of oxygen-containing func-
tional groups are expected to reduce the polymer free volume
[37,39,40]. On the other hand, gas solubility coefficients were found
to increase slightly by a factor of two to three. This is reasonable
since oxidized SBS rubber essentially becomes a glassy polymer,
similar to that observed in earlier work on 1,4 polybutadiene
oxidation [12]. Typically, glassy polymers sorb greater quantities of
gas than do rubbery polymers [41].

3.2. Oxygen uptake: critical thickness

A set of reactive SBS films, with catalyst loadings of 100, 200,
400, 800 ppm, were cast with a wide range of thicknesses from 1 to
300 mm and were allowed to oxidize for approximately 90 days at
35 �C. The oxygen uptakeMt observed at any time twas normalized
by the polymer mass prior to any oxidation. Fig. 1(a) shows an
example of oxygen uptake versus time curves at 200 ppm catalyst
loading for a range of thicknesses from 2.8 to 266 mm. Other catalyst
loadings yield similar, but quantitatively different, responses.

The thinner films, <14 mm, represented by the solid points in
Fig.1(a) appear to fall on the same uptake curve that is independent
of film thickness. This suggests that these thinner films oxidize
uniformly throughout their thickness and eventually reach
a constant extent of oxidation. This constant uptake value at long
oxidation times for the 200 ppm catalyst loading samples,
26.6 � 1.0 gram of oxygen=100 gram of polymer, can be consid-
ered as the oxygen uptake that can be achieved when given an
infinite amount of time,MN. This value is the same for all thin films
of each catalyst loading within experimental error; values of MN

obtained at all catalyst loadings for thin film samples are recorded
in Table 2.

The thicker films, >58 mm, have similar oxidation kinetics as the
thinner films at early oxidation times, where the oxygen uptake
increases rapidly with time. However, the oxygen uptake at long
oxidation times is found to be a function of film thicknesses, i.e., the
uptake, normalized by the original polymer mass, at any time
decreases with increasing film thicknesses. Moreover, the rate of
oxygen uptake was found to decrease with time as can be seen by
comparing the respective slopes in the early and long time regimes,
as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) for 117 and 232 mm thick films using
logelog coordinates. At short times, the uptake appears to increase
linearly in time but this gives way at much longer times to a slower
regime where Mt appears to be approaching an increase



Table 2
Kinetics parameters from thin film analysis; critical thicknesses w90 days.

Parameter Units Catalyst loading, ppm

100 200 400 800

MN
gram of oxygen

100 gram of polymer
26.7 � 1.1 26.6 � 1.0 24.9 � 1.7 21.9 � 1.0

bn molPB
molO2

1.54 � 0.06 1.56 � 0.06 1.67 � 0.11 1.88 � 0.12

1=bn molO2

molPB
0.65 � 0.03 0.64 � 0.03 0.60 � 0.04 0.53 � 0.03

kR
cm3

molPB,sec
7.9 � 0.5 17.1 � 2.4 25.3 � 4.2 48.3 � 6.0

Lc (1/L) mm 31.1 � 0.1 33.8 � 0.1 40.8 � 0.4 35.1 � 0.2

Lc (SEM) m 30.0 � 2.0 32.0 � 2.0 38.0 � 2.0 35.0 � 2.0
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proportional to t1/2 suggestive of a diffusion controlled regime as
developed later.

The implication of the Mt dependence on film thickness is that
the thinner films are fully oxidized at long times on the order of 90
days whereas the thicker films are only partially so and are
continuing to oxidize. There is considerable evidence that for thick
films oxidation is heterogeneous with an outer oxidized layer that
slowly moves inward. It has been suggested that observations like
these can be interpreted in terms of a critical thickness, Lc. In other
words, homogeneous oxidation is possible for film thicknesses
L � 2Lc and heterogeneous oxidation when L > 2Lc, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows oxygen uptake at w90 days for reactive films
containing 100, 200, 400, and 800 ppm catalyst loadings plotted
against inverse film thicknesses, as suggested previously [12,23]. In
the homogeneous oxidation region where L � 2Lc oxygen uptake
forms a horizontal line independent of thickness at an average
value we designate as MN. In the heterogeneous oxidation region
where L > 2Lc oxygen uptake Mt increases, ty90 days, with
decreasing film thicknesses and takes the form ofMt0f ¼ ff1=L.
The intersection of these two lines yields a thickness L ¼ 2Lc which
divides the homogeneous and heterogeneous regimes of oxidation.
The values of Lc for the various catalyst loadings at w90 days of
oxidation estimated by this analysis are recorded in Table 2.

Based on the ideas outlined above, we expect the ultimate
uptake of oxygen MN to be approximately the same for all films
regardless of thickness. For thin enough films, this limit is reached
within the time scale of these oxidation observations; whereas, for
Fig. 2. Illustration of the concept of critical thickness. Homogeneous oxidation is
possible for film thicknesses L � 2Lc while heterogeneous oxidation occurs when
L > 2Lc.
very thick films, it is presumed that reaching this limit would
require longer times than for these observations, i.e., 90 days.

The quantityMN can be expressed in terms of the molar density
of butadiene repeating units available for oxidation
n0 ¼ 12.2 mmolPB/cm3 for the current SBS copolymer, the stoi-
chiometric oxidation coefficient bn that describes how many moles
of butadiene repeating units oxidized per mole of oxygen mole-
cules, and the density of un-oxidized polymer, run as follows:

MN ¼ 32n0=runbn (6)

Table 2 shows values of bn calculated from the MN for thin films,
i.e., L � 2Lc, that were fully oxidized at 90 days, see Fig. 3. These bn
values indicate that each butadiene unit takes up 1.1e1.3 oxygen
atoms on average over the range of catalyst loadings used here.

With the view that ultimately the oxygen uptake of all reactive
films would approachMN at long enough time, it is then reasonable
in the kinetic analyses discussed later to express oxygen uptake
data as normalized values, i.e., Mt/MN.
3.3. SEM/EDS observations

It has been shown in earlier work that an un-oxidized film of 1,4
polybutadiene reveals a flat and smooth surface when microtomed
[12]. In the current work, the SEM images were collected for SBS
films oxidized for 90 days based on catalyst loadings of 100, 200,
400, and 800 ppm at 35 �C in air. Fig. 4(a) shows an SEM image of
a microtomed cross-sectional surface of a partially oxidized film
containing 200 ppm of catalyst. Here, the outer region is brittle and
forms a scalloped fracture pattern when cut by microtoming. This
can be attributed to oxidation forming a brittle, glassy polymer
region. On the other hand, the inner region remains similar to that
seen in the un-oxidized SBS and 1,4 polybutadiene [12] samples.

An EDS analysis, as shown in Fig. 4(b), clearly shows a high
concentration of oxygen-containing functional groups in the outer
surface layer in a cross-section of a film of SBS (200 ppm of cata-
lyst), fractured by liquid nitrogen, that was oxidized for 5 days. This
supportive illustration confirms that the brittleness found in the
outer region of an oxidized film cross-section is primarily due to an
oxidation front that progressively moves inward with time.
Evidently a surface layer concentrated with oxidation by-products
separates the inner regions that remain largely un-oxidized in
a butadiene-containing reactive film [10e12]. The formation of
such oxidized layers is the result of heterogeneous oxidation,
i.e., a diffusion-controlled reaction, as in previous work on 1,4
polybutadiene reactive films [12]. The SEM image of a 200 ppm
sample cross-section suggests a critical thickness, when oxidized
for 90 days, observed at 32 � 2.0 mm, which, along with values of
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Fig. 3. Oxygen uptake at w90 days for reactive films containing (a) 100, (b) 200, (c) 400, and (d) 800 ppm cobalt catalyst loadings plotted against inverse film thicknesses. For
L � 2Lc, M90 w MN, while for L > 2Lc, M90 varies as 1/L.
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samples of other catalyst loadings, are recorded in Table 2. These
SEM-observed critical thicknesses and those determined by the
inverse thickness analysis at 90 days agree very well, within
experimental error, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

3.4. Kinetic analysis of thin films

Based on the discussion above it is reasonable to expect for thin
enough OSP films (certainly less than Lc) that diffusion of oxygen is
much faster than the reaction kinetics. In this limit of rapid oxygen
diffusion, the concentration of dissolved oxygen in the film C is
uniform throughout the thickness and would not vary with time;
this oxygen concentration designated here as C0 can be determined
from the solubility of oxygen in the un-oxidized film at least in the
early stages of the uptake experiment. On the other hand, the
number of un-oxidized butadiene units, n, would be a function of
time, starting from n0 at t ¼ 0, but would not be a function of
position in the film. This scenario is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 6.

The following simple kinetic model should describe the uptake
processes assuming the reaction can be approximated as first order

vnðtÞ
vt

¼ �bnkRCnðtÞ ¼ �bnkRC0nðtÞ (7)

where kR is the first order reaction rate parameter. Using the initial
conditions that n ¼ n0 at t ¼ 0, the model solution becomes

n ¼ n0e
�bnkRC0t (8)
The mass of oxygen uptake, based on original polymer mass, is
thus given by

Mt ¼ 32
runbn ðn0 � nÞ (9)

Using Equation (6) for MN, the desired result becomes

Mt

MN
¼ n0 � n

n
¼ 1� e�bnkRC0t ¼ 1� e�t=tox (10)

where tox ¼ bnkRC0 defines a time scale for the oxidation process.
For short enough times, a simple series expansion of the expo-
nential term leads to

Mt

MN
¼ bnkRC0t (11)

From the oxygen solubility coefficient for the un-oxidized SBS
given in Table 1 and the partial pressure of oxygen in air, we obtain
C0 ¼ 6.71$10�7 mol O2/cm3.

Fig. 7 shows the oxygen uptake data, normalized by the indi-
vidual MN for each film (not the average MN), plotted on logelog
coordinates versus time for thin reactive films containing various
catalyst loadings. The fractional oxygen uptake increases linearly
with time and eventually reaches unity at times long enough for full
oxidation. The rapid oxidation at early times can be modeled by
Equation (11). Knowing bn and C0, the reaction rate constant kR for
each film can be extracted from the data; the results are recorded in



Fig. 4. An SEM image of a microtomed cross-sectional surface from an oxidized SBS
film containing 200 ppm cobalt catalyst reveals outer oxidized layers with a thickness
approximately 32.0 � 2.0 mm at w90 days. EDS image analysis clearly shows an
accumulation of oxygen-containing functional groups at the outer surfaces of an SBS
film (200 ppm of catalyst) that was oxidized for 5 days.
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Fig. 6. Situation when oxidation is controlled by reaction kinetics because oxygen
diffusion is relatively more rapid.
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Table 2. These reaction rate constants increase monotonically with
catalyst loading, within experimental error, as shown in Fig. 8.

The dotted lines in Fig. 7 represents the model prediction,
Equation (10), of Mt/MN calculated from the average kR at each
catalyst loading, see Table 2. The model results agree very well with
the experimentalMt/MN data overmost of the oxidation process, as
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Fig. 5. The critical thicknesses at w90 days evaluated by two separate analyses, SEM
and oxygen uptake experiment, agree with each other within experimental error.
shown in Fig. 7; however, at long oxidation times, typically more
than 1 day into oxidation, the model begins to over-predict the
experimental Mt/MN values. This probably reflects some level of
diffusion control and a breakdown of the assumptions of themodel.
3.5. An approximate model for thick films

In the very earliest stages of oxygen uptake in thick films,
L > 2Lc, a regime like that described above should exist where
diffusion is not limiting, as suggested in Fig. 3. However, as time
progresses, diffusion should become more and more important
until diffusion is the rate controlling process. Models that describe
this progression, at least conceptually, have been proposed
[7e9,13,14]. However, here we develop a simpler approach to
illustrate the final stages of this uptake process.

Fig. 9 illustrates the physical basis of the proposed model. It
envisions sharp oxidation fronts at xf and L�xf moving inward from
the two faces of the film. In the two outer layers of thickness xf, all
the butadiene units have been completely reacted up so n ¼ 0
whereas in the core none of the butadiene units have yet reacted so
n ¼ n0. The core shrinks in time as oxygen diffuses through the
already oxidized outer layers at a pseudo-steady rate (for both faces
of the film) given by

Molar O2 flux ¼ DoxC0
xf

(12)

where Dox is diffusion coefficient of oxygen in the oxidized polymer
and C0 is the dissolved oxygen concentration at the external surface
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Fig. 7. Plots of thin film oxygen uptake data versus time using logarithmic coordinates for SBS films containing (a) 100 ppm, (b) 200 ppm, (c) 400 ppm, and (d) 800 ppm of cobalt
catalyst normalized by MN. The dashed lines show kinetic model predictions using the average values of kR and bn for each catalyst loading.
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of the oxidized polymer film. In the following calculations ofMt and
MN, the contribution of any dissolved oxygen is considered
negligible.

The rate of uptake can be approximated as

vMt

vt
¼ 2MN

L
dxf
dt

¼ 32n0
runbn 2

L
dxf
dt

(13)

A corresponding relationship can be obtained from the molar
flux from Fick’s law given in Equation (12), i.e.,
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Fig. 8. Reaction rates constant kR versus cobalt catalyst loading in SBS films.
vMt

vt
¼ 2� 32MN

runL
ðmolar O2 fluxÞ ¼ 64

runbn DoxC0
xf

(14)

Equations (13) and (14) can be equated and subsequently
integrated to obtain

Zxf
xf0

xfdxf ¼
Zt

t0

DoxbnC0
n0

dt (15)

Solving for xf gives

xf ¼
"
x2f0 þ

2Doxbnc0
n0

ðt � t0Þ
#1=2

(16)

The normalized oxygen uptake is then

Mt

MN
¼ 2

L

"
x2f0 þ

2Doxbnc0
n0

ðt � t0Þ
#1=2

(17)

Since the model envisioned in Fig. 9 would not apply until
longer times, the beginning limits of integration are not well
defined. However, we might expect that

xfo ¼ Lc (18)

and that t0 would be proportional to tox, as defined earlier, thus

t0w
abnkRC0 (19)



Table 3
Values of slopes b and intercepts a theoretically extracted from all thick film oxygen
uptake data at long oxidations.

Catalyst ppm L mm b ¼ Slope 10�8/s a ¼ Intercept ND

100 134 1.20 0.110
143 1.47 0.095
175 1.01 0.046
189 9.30 0.036

200 117 1.69 0.095
166 1.08 0.084
205 9.24 0.054
232 3.82 0.041
266 9.48 0.031

400 116 2.90 0.153
137 2.54 0.135
168 1.58 0.088
188 1.07 0.059
212 9.07 0.049
272 7.24 0.042

800 95 4.20 0.105
107 2.74 0.094
117 2.58 0.086
124 3.09 0.065
141 1.57 0.088
179 1.54 0.062
191 1.31 0.039
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Fig. 9. Physical picture for the approximate moving-boundary model for thick film
oxidation behavior at long oxidation times.
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where a is a proportionality factor. The model can be written in the
following general form

Mt

MN
¼ ðaþ btÞ1=2 (20)

where the values of a and b predicted by the model are as follows

aw4
��

Lc
L

�2
� 2aDox

kRn0L2

�
(21)

and

bw
8DoxbnC0
n0L2

(22)

Equation (20) can be re-expressed in the form�
Mt

MN

�2

¼ aþ bt (23)

Fig. 10 shows an example of (Mt/MN)2 plotted versus oxidation
times, excluding the early time data where this model is not
expected to apply, for two thick films containing 200 ppm of
catalyst. The experimental data of (Mt/MN)2 data increase linearly
with time, as expected from the model for thick films. Quite similar
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Fig. 10. Representative plots of thick film oxygen uptake versus time at long oxidation
times to obtain values of slopes b and intercepts a in Equation (22), see Table 3.
plots were obtained for all thick films at each catalyst loading. From
these linear plots the slopes b and intercepts awere extracted for all
thick films and recorded in Table 3. In fact, plotting Mt/MN versus
(a þ bt)1/2 for all thick films, using values of a and b from plots like
Fig. 10, makes a universal straight line with slope of unity, as shown
in Fig. 11. This plot validates the form of the model and the method
of extracting slopes b and intercepts a from the data. Note that
Fig. 11 neglects data from the early time regime, when diffusion is
fast and oxidation is kinetically controlled. As expected the short
time data do not collapse into a single curve, since the current
model considers an oxidation that is controlled by diffusion for
films with thicknesses L > 2Lc.

Equations (21) and (22) predict that a and b should scale as the
inverse square of film thickness. The solid points in Fig. 12 show the
values of a and b determined by statistically fitting the long time
data for thick films to Equations (21) and (22) plotted versus L on
logelog coordinates. The solid lines in Fig. 12 are the predictions by
Equations (21) and (22) using average values of Lc and bn and
assuming aw0. The data points generally lie parallel to the
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Fig. 11. Universal plot of Mt/MN versus (a þ bt)1/2 for all thick films at long oxidation
times. Data points for the early time regime are not included here.



Fig. 12. Slopes b and intercepts a calculated from the data via fitting to Equation (22)
plotted versus thickness L plotted on logarithmic coordinates. The data are consistent
with L�2 dependence of both a and b as predicted by the model, i.e., the solid lines
were constructed using average vales of critical thickness (Lc ¼ 35.5 mm) and stoi-
chiometric coefficients ðbn ¼ 1:68 molPB=molO2

Þ for all catalyst loadings. The absolute
values of a and b are lower than the theoretical predictions.
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predicted lines, verifying the L�2 dependence expected, but the
model over predicts both a and b. Assigning finite values to awould
bring the theoretical intercepts into better agreement with the
experimental values; however, the slopes would remain over pre-
dicted. Thus, the model does not quantitatively reproduce the
oxygen uptake data for thick films when the measured parameters
are inserted into Equations (21) and (22). At least part of this failure
might have to do with the fact that the model for the early stages of
oxidation in thick films where reaction kinetics controls has not
been rigorously merged with the late stage where diffusion
controls. Certainly there is an intermediate stage where both
kinetics and diffusion must be considered. In any case, this model
does appear to capture, at least qualitatively, the behavior for thick
films.
4. Conclusions

A styrene-butadiene-styrene block copolymer with varying
amounts of a cobalt catalyst was evaluated as an oxygen scavenging
component for barrier systems. The oxygen uptake of SBS films
containing four catalyst loadings and having a wide range of
thicknesses was experimentally measured and analyzed by simple
theories. For thin enough films, the rate of oxygen uptake is
controlled by the reaction of the butadiene units with oxygen and is
not affected by oxygen diffusion. A simple thin film model allowed
extraction of reaction rate and stoichiometric parameters from the
experimental data for the oxidation conditions considered in the
current study.

At long times for thicker films, the oxygen uptake process is
limited by the rate of oxygen diffusion, and a simplified moving-
boundary model describes this region semi-quantitatively. The
division between the two regimes can be understood in terms of
the concept of a “critical thickness Lc” introduced in earlier papers.
For films with thickness L� 2Lc, chemical kinetics is largely the rate
controlling process and such films became fully oxidized over the
time scale of the current observation, w90 days. For thicker films
with thicknesses L > 2Lc full oxidation was not achieved within 90
days. Values for Lc were deduced by a simple two regime analysis of
the data. These values agree well with observations of cross-
sectional surfaces of partially oxidized films made by SEM anal-
ysis. The outer region becomes hard and brittle while the interior
retains more of the appearance of the native SBS copolymer.

The fully oxidized polymer has an oxygen permeability that is
two orders of magnitude lower than the un-oxidized SBS material.
This fact contributes to the trend towards diffusion control of
oxygen uptake in thick films at long times. This fact may be quite
beneficial when the scavenging component is incorporated into
barrier films as layers by co-extrusion [14]. It should be noted,
however, that the oxidized form of SBS is still 2e3 times more
permeable to oxygen than the conventional barrier material
poly(ethylene terephthalate) [42].

Future design and modeling of blend and laminate barrier films
based on the SBS/cobalt catalyst system discussed here should
benefit from the fundamental understanding of reaction kinetics
and parameters deduced by the current study. A remaining need is
for a theoretical model to predict the critical thickness from basic
principles rather than using the extensive experimental protocols
discussed here. This would be helpful in designing experiments
(i.e., how thin should the films be?) for extraction of kinetic and
stoichiometric data quickly and efficiently.
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